
The Meeting Planner’s Mantra:  “ROI”

Return On Investment. That’s the metric for every item in today’s corporate meetings budget. The 
challenge is: how do you communicate essential strategic information effectively and send your 
attendees back to the workplace not just motivated, but reinvigorated – all without breaking that  
budget? The solution is meeting facilitator and Tonight Show entertainer Chris Bliss, a compelling 
alternative to staid and standard meeting facilitation. 

As the voice of your meeting, Chris's ability to deliver focused and disciplined messaging in a 
memorable way makes him an effective host for all your critical sessions. As a nationally recognized 
headline comedian, he can also provide an engaging keynote to open or close your conference. Toss in 
Chris’s amazing juggling finale, seen by tens of millions on the internet, wherever you need one last 
exclamation point; and you’ve got a triple threat addition to your conference from a single line item.  
That’s return on investment.

Intelligence. Preparation. Personality. Along with his comprehensive knowledge of the structure and 
objectives of corporate events, these are what make Chris Bliss a dynamic choice to moderate your 
client’s next conference. Whether facilitating the flow of executive presentations, moderating panel  
discussions, or ensuring that your meeting's goals and takeaways are creatively reinforced throughout, 
Chris brings his years of public communications experience to bear in working with your advance team 
to cover all the essential details. 

For a recent client testimonial about all the services this single source talent can provide, go to:  
http://bureaufriendly.com/14.php. 

    

Please contact our offices for further information on programs, fees, and availability.

 “I strongly recommend Chris Bliss to any 
company looking for a creative 
communicator to help shape key events and 
deliver key takeaways in a memorable and 
impactful way. His commitment to becoming 
part of the team from start to finish, along 
with his unique performance background 
and skills, were critical in ensuring and 
entertaining and effective presentation that 
got the message across.”
 - Lelia Konyn, Noble Resources (Hong Kong)

 “Chris was awesome. He came to our 
meeting, picked up stuff our producers were 
presenting to their peers, and worked it into 
his show. It was hilarious and the crowd 
loved it. The juggling at the end absolutely 
blew everyone away and ended a great show 
on a fantastic high and buzz.”
 - Paul Eder,  Protective Life
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